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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This article was previously published December 6, 2020, and has been updated with new

information.

Sharyl Attkisson is an award-winning investigative journalist with uncompromising integrity. Her

book, “Slanted: How the News Media Taught Us to Love Censorship and Hate Journalism,” was

released in November 2020.

In this, her third book, she addresses one of the most pressing issues of our time: media bias and

the deterioration of objective journalism — a topic on which she has Orst-hand experience.

A former anchor at CNN and CBS News, Attkisson now produces her own Sunday television news

program, "Full Measure," as well as two podcasts: "Full Measure After Hours" and "The Sharyl

Attkisson Podcast," in which she covers the kinds of stories that mainstream news no longer

touches.

Slanted Media

Propaganda through media certainly isn't a new thing. Starting in the late 1940s,  the CIA ran a

well-documented but at the time covert campaign called "Operation Mockingbird," in which they

recruited journalists as assets to spread propaganda — news slanted in one way or another. While

the program is always referred to in the past tense, as it is said to have been ended in the 1970s,

evidence suggests it never really stopped.

"There are all kinds of ways the Intel community has, and can, manipulate the news,"

Attkisson says, "but we reached a new level in 2016, 2017, because they don't even have

to whisper in our ear to get us to report stuff. We hired them. Meaning, Brennan, Clapper,

Comey — all of them were hired as consultants. They were invited on the news directly.

You didn't have to put them through a Ilter and anonymous sources, although plenty of

anonymous sources were also used. But daily putting forth their propaganda, much of

which, obviously, was proven false, particularly on the Trump, Russia narrative.

But every day, we allowed them to plaster the airwaves, even after they were proven

admittedly wrong … After two years of spewing this false information, they're still

consulted by the media. They're still used. So, it's so easy for an Intel operation if they

wish to use the media towards whatever goal they may have …

I Irmly believe that there have been ongoing [propaganda] campaigns that continue today.

Maybe separate operations by intelligence agencies and oPcials to manipulate the news,

and certainly have things reported a certain way to try to push for certain outcomes in

politics here at home and internationally."

Big Industry Also InLuences the News

Multinational industries, the drug industry in particular, also has a similar level of in\uence over

content relating to their particular interests. In 1996, direct-to-consumer drug advertising was

legalized, and as drug advertising became a major income stream for media companies, their

reporting on health and medicine became increasingly biased.

The reason is simple. They cannot afford to "bite the hand that feeds them." If an advertiser

doesn't want the public to know about a particular Onding, all they have to do to in\uence the

reporting is to threaten to withdraw its advertising, which will hurt the media company's bottom

line.

Drug companies have also become major sponsors of medical education; thus, doctors are taught

to prescribe drugs for all ills, but they're not taught about the side effects and drawbacks of those

drugs.

Today, the drug industry also controls fact-checking organizations such as NewsGuard, as it is

funded by Publicis, which is supported by drug companies. When feeding from the Big Pharma

trough, how could they possibly be objective in their fact-checking? Reality shows us they can't

because they aren't.

Big Tech — Master Manipulators of Minds

Big Tech companies, of course, are also masters of censoring anything that might hurt

themselves or their technocratic allies. As just one of countless examples, you can no longer post

a link to Mercola.com on Twitter.

First, they added a false warning that made it look like my site contained dangerous malware

when readers would click on a posted link. After a while, they simply blocked the ability to post

links to our site altogether.

"This started, and I traced this in my second book, 'The Smear,' to Media Matters … the

left-wing propaganda group that supported Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama, and is a big

smear organization," Attkisson says. "They acknowledged going to Facebook about the

time when they were worried that Donald Trump was going to get elected.

They really felt that the only thing giving him a leg up, and they still believe this today, is

his social media outreach. They tried to think of a way to control, with the kind of social

media and news people could get, so Media Matters lobbied Facebook and tried to

convince them — and did so successfully — to taking a fact-checking brand-new role that

nobody had ever asked for.

We're not begging for our information to be curated. That was a pretend demand created

by the propagandists who wanted to control the information. They had to make us think

that we needed a third party to step in and tell us what to think and sort through the

information … The fake news effort, the fact-checking, which is usually fake fact-

checking, meaning it's not a genuine effort, is a propaganda effort …

We've seen it explode as we come into the 2020 election, for much the same reason,

whereby, the social media companies, third parties, academic institutions and NewsGuard

… they insert themselves. But of course, they're all backed by certain money and special

interests. They're no more in a position to fact-check than an ordinary person walking on

the street …

They have interests. They make sure certain things are not seen, even if true. And I think

this is the most serious threat that I'm looking at right now to our media environment.

I'm afraid that our kids will be telling their kids of a time when you used to be able to go on

the internet and Ind most, any, information you wanted, because we are increasingly

being pointed only to that which they, people who control the information, wish for us to

see."

Presidential Treatment Takes on a New Meaning

In her book, Attkisson also spends an entire chapter dissecting the highly-biased treatment of

President Trump, and how the media have, through their own admission, suspended traditional

journalistic ethics simply because they consider him "uniquely dangerous."

"Therefore, you don't have to follow the normal rules and guidelines when it comes to fair

and accurate reporting, which I think is one of the most absurd things I've ever heard in

my life, from someone in our profession, because the standards exist precisely so that we

report on everybody the same way," she says.

"In other words, using the same standards, whether we like them or not. Particularly,

perhaps, if we don't like or agree with the candidate — that's when the standards become

most important. But you need only look at Politico, for example, during the last election.

I interviewed them shortly afterwards. Someone in charge of some of their coverage … in

almost every answer to a question, she brought up President Trump and something

negative about him.

One of the things she said was how many lies he tells per minute. She said, 'We actually

had a team that calculated the number of lies per minute that President Trump told.' And I

asked the obvious question, 'Well, what was that compared to Hillary's supposed lies per

minute?' And she actually said, 'Oh, we didn't have the staPng to do Hillary too.'

Can you imagine a national news organization that purports to cover something fairly and

we'll fact-check the lies per minute of one candidate and not the opposing candidate and

pretend that that qualiIes as fair news?

I also interviewed some noted liberals who have noticed the same thing: That they look at

things from a fair-minded viewpoint and are no fan of President Trump, yet are appalled at

how the media has dishonestly treated certain topics and information, which should make

everybody wonder, 'Are we getting the truth when it comes to things that don't have to do

with President Trump?

If the media can report so many things out of context and incorrectly when it comes to

somebody they don't like, what else are we getting that's not in context or that's not fully

true?'"

The Invention of Lying

Prior to President Trump, virtually no one in the media would accuse someone of lying. The

standard was to question an individual's statement or point out a discrepancy to another source,

but not call it an outright lie, because it's easy to get confused on speciOcs. A lie is a very speciOc

allegation that implies an intent to deceive. Just because you misremember a fact doesn't mean

you lied.

"[In the book] I talk about the fact that … I know I've probably been lied to many times, but I

don't believe I've ever reported that somebody lied to me in a hard news report. Why? Well,

a lie is a speciIc thing that requires you to know the mind of the person. And you as a

journalist have to withhold, even if you think something is true without the evidence, you

really can't say it's true.

I'll use the example I used in the book: Ford and Firestone tires. The executives

consistently said there was no evidence that these tires were dangerous prior to the

scandal around the 2000 time period where there were a lot of deaths. I had documents

from a source that showed this very danger many years before.

It appeared that they were lying, but I didn't call it a lie because there are many other

explanations someone could give. They could say, 'Well, these guys weren't there at the

time. So, they didn't know that these discussions had been had. They didn't have access

to the emails, their subordinates didn't tell them.' So, you don't know whether they're

mistaken or lying.

And from a journalistic standpoint, we used to always take the objective road and say

something like, 'Their testimony contradicts the documentary record.' That's good enough.

People at home can make up their own mind.

But there was a turn taken, speciIcally, to target President Trump, whereby, the media

started frequently calling things that he said, lies — even when there was simply

something that was a matter of opinion, or could not be proven, or a mistake, none of

which are lies.

The New York Times was proud of this when it did it. And I recount in the book the Irst

time they made a headline where they talked about President Trump lying, and how that

was cheered on by others in the media who then followed suit.

They were even cheered on by a journalism professor who wrote a big op-ed about how it

was time to stop doing this objective reporting and that we needed to call out President

Trump's lies frequently and often. It's just, again, from a journalistic standpoint, ridiculous

… I think this is a new and dangerous tactic that has really destroyed our objectivity in the

eyes of the public. And rightly so."

Massaging COVID-19 Messages

In terms of health, COVID-19 reporting has taken censorship and media manipulation to brand

new heights, eclipsing just about all previous efforts. They don't even hide the bias anymore.

All social media platforms are openly censoring dissenting views about the virus, particularly its

origin and treatment. Even well-respected doctors and scientists have been axed for speaking

against the desired narrative dictated by the World Health Organization.

August 26, 2020, the CDC had released data  showing 94% of people who had died during the

COVID-19 pandemic in the U.S. died "with" the virus, not "from" it. Only 6% had COVID-19 listed as

the sole cause of death on the death certiOcate. Hence, at that time the real death toll, those who

unarguably died as a direct result of the infection, was only around 10,000.

"For deaths with conditions or causes in addition to COVID-19, on average, there were 2.6

additional conditions or causes per death," the CDC stated. This is an important distinction.

Yet mainstream media continued to report that nearly 200,000 had died "from" COVID-19 in the

U.S, and have continued to add to the numbers, thereby increasing and ensuring national fear so

they can continue to implement their lockdowns, face mask and vaccine mandates and other

strategies to limit our personal freedoms and liberty.

"I think we need both numbers, in a separate sense, to have perspective and

understanding of what's really happening," Attkisson says. "And it's something that very

few people have shown interest in ... Early on, it was clear … that the primary victims were

those with the comorbidities and the elderly population in nursing homes and so on.

But then we sort of lost track of that. And then there seemed to be a propaganda effort to

convince people that, initially, after understanding young people were at very little risk of

serious illness and death, there seemed to be an effort to convince people that the youth

must be very careful. That more young people are dying and getting sick.

I can only guess as to why that's important to some interests, but I suspect it has

something to do with the fact that when the vaccine comes out, the market needs to be

aimed.

You can't rule out young people, you must make them believe they need it, or else you've

ruled out a huge section of the vaccine market. And they certainly don't want to make a

vaccine that's not used by a giant percentage of the population. I think they have to create

a market. Why do I think this?

Well, I was actually told by a top immunization oPcial for the government, when they

learned `u shots are ineffective in the elderly … that the way around that was not to take

`u shots away from the elderly — who would think that was dishonest because we've been

telling it was necessary for so many years — but to convince parents to get their children

and babies `u shots so that they wouldn't 'carry `u to the elderly.'

I remember him saying to me, 'The trick is going to be to convince parents to give a

vaccine to their children who don't really need it themselves.' In other words, for a

secondary supposed beneIt for the elderly. And darn it, if you didn't see in the next

season, they recommended `u shots for babies and children.

And they didn't tell anybody at the time that they were doing it because `u shots don't

work in the elderly. They just started telling people that your kids need `u shots."

When a 'Case' Is Not a Case

The media are also grossly misusing the term "case," in reference to the COVID-19 case load. A

case is a medical term for a patient with a symptomatic type of infection. It's not someone who

tests positive for antibodies or pieces of viral DNA. By referring to all positive tests as "cases,"

they're able to fan the \ames of panic, making the situation sound far worse than it actually is.

“ We're at a pretty scary time when scientists who
are experts on these issues fear speaking what they
believe is the scientific truth because they'll be
controversialized. ~ Sharyl Attkisson”

Many still do not understand that most of those who test positive for SARS-CoV-2 are

asymptomatic. They think these are sick people in the hospital and that rising "case" numbers are

a re\ection of a rise in deaths. Statistics reveal this simply isn't true, and that there's not a linear

correlation between positive tests and deaths caused by COVID alone.

"There are just so many things that are misreported," Attkisson says. "But if you try to

report them accurately and factually, you get called out by those in the media who either

didn't understand, or are simply so blinded by the propaganda narrative.

The New York Times did this. They actually called me and several other people out as

'coronavirus doubters,' although I had never said or written anything that even remotely

denies coronavirus or denies the risk of it. But they were working very hard to silence

voices who are simply reporting more accurately and with context on what's really

happening.

By the way, when I spoke to some scientists ... and I said, 'Why don't you speak out or

correct what you think is the misconception?' Separately, several of them told me they

feared speaking out publicly because they were afraid they would be labeled a

coronavirus doubter, and for fear of contradicting Dr. Fauci.

So, I said, 'We're at a pretty scary time when scientists who are experts on these issues

fear speaking what they believe is the scientiIc truth because they'll be

controversialized.'"

Search for Truth and Unbiased Facts

The clear take-home message I got from reading, "Slanted: How the News Media Taught Us to

Love Censorship and Hate Journalism," is that there's a profoundly serious problem with most

mainstream conventional media.

The obvious question is: Where can you go to get the truth? We would like to be informed, but we

also want the truth. We don't have time to waste to be brainwashed by propaganda. At the end of

her book, Attkisson lists a variety of sources she's come to trust. It may be worth getting the book

for those recommendations alone.

"I didn't make a comprehensive list," Attkisson says. "I'm sure I left many people out, but I

tried to point to a few outlets and people, and I consulted some of my colleagues for their

recommendations. It's not an easy answer. There isn't a place you can go. I can't say,

'Watch this news every day or read this publication.' It's more granular than that.

You have to Ind a reporter that you trust on a topic and then chase that reporter around …

That's where I think you can Ind a segment of truth. And it's not always, sadly, going to be

objective truth.

Some of the reporters I name are coming from the left viewpoint or coming from a right

viewpoint, but they have proven themselves to be brave reporters of a particular topic or

controversy that I think you can rely on. But it's just not so simple as it used to be where

you could just point to a person or an outlet and say, 'Watch that, and you'll get your fair

shake at the news' …

I would say, in closing, that I do think a new paradigm will develop when it comes to news

reporting. There are people looking at how news and information can be reported in a way

that it cannot be censored by big tech giants, political Igures and nonproIts and so on …

I'm told there's a way to develop a social media platform where you can post freely and

also not be subject to censorship. I think things will evolve because people are tired of

what they're seeing. And I hope something really positive, being an optimist, develops out

of all of this down the road."

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,029 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Just as feeding on junk food does not yield a healthy body, feeding the attention on junk information does not produce a healthy mind. The
principle addressed here extends beyond news to much in the arts/entertainments too. This will always be a challenge in a "free" society,
since none of us wants culture police telling us what we can watch or listen to, as has been openly done in totalitarian societies. But every
government knows the foundational power of what a people place their attention upon. Western democracies have seemed very liberated in
what is available for us to view and listen to. Consequently, there is a tremendous amount of unadulterated crap that we are feeding on,
junk food for the mind.

But the CIA, starting with Operation Mockingbird in 1948, inOltrated not only news organizations, but Hollywood too. The result is
propaganda under a liberal facade, a different \avor from Soviet control, but the same objectives... somewhat analogous to the different
visions of control presented in 1984 vs. Brave New World. Is Operation Mockingbird still in effect? If not in name or organization, then
certainly in spirit. Celebrities are constantly pushing oncial narratives in matters of politics or health. Talk show hosts and entertainment
stars are skilled, in\uential word manipulators; they know how to mock and ostracize with passing quips in a way that will shut down areas
of thinking in impressionable, weak-minded people concerned with Otting in.

That may well describe the celebrities themselves, often groomed and manipulated for such a purpose, but oblivious to all but their career
goals. The original intent of any democratic republic is founded on individual responsibility, as encapsulated in the ideal of "A Sound Mind
in a Sound Body." Use TV with extreme caution, or toss it in the dumpster with your Alexa and other tools of propaganda and control. Just
consider it an extension of your dietary abstinence from junk food.
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In the 1950s, the CIA ran a covert campaign called “Operation Mockingbird,” in which they recruited journalists as assets to spread propaganda,

and while the campaign oncially ended in the 1970s, evidence suggests the project never really stopped
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In her book, “Slanted: How the News Media Taught Us to Love Censorship and Hate Journalism,” Sharyl Attkisson addresses one of the most

pressing issues of our time: media bias and the deterioration of objective journalism
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Multinational industries, and the drug industry in particular, also wield powerful in\uence over content relating to their particular interests. As

drug advertising became a major income stream for media companies, their reporting on health and medicine became increasingly biased

*

Big Tech companies are also masters of censoring anything that might hurt themselves or their technocratic allies*

In terms of health, COVID-19 reporting has taken censorship and media manipulation to brand-new heights. All social media platforms are

openly censoring dissenting views about the virus, particularly its origin and treatment. Even lauded doctors and scientists have been axed for

speaking against the desired narrative dictated by the World Health Organization
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Very well expressed, David: "The original intent of any democratic republic is founded on individual responsibility, as encapsulated in
the ideal of" A Sound Mind in a Sound Body. " . Control of the media by large corporations and philanthropists is overwhelming. The
great fortunes, invest in intellectuals, thinking tanks and universities to develop and socialize their reactionary ideas and that these
are assumed naturally. All these corporations are united in the same objective, to serve their interests, which have common causes,
seeking to deceive and propagandize their agendas. In this way they try to silence the independent voices that defend the truth.

Fact-checking within a centralized mechanism powered by journalists that they could easily control is undoubtedly the CIA's dream.
If you get the public's perception confused about what is real and what is propaganda, then your mission would be complete. The
CIA has long been associated with major news publications. The CIA, have been with the New York Times, CBS, and Time Inc. The
CIA even conducted a training program to teach its agents to be journalists, who were then placed in major news organizations with
the help of the address. In a society marked by techno-fascism we have basic con\icts of freedom and responsibility, marked by an
oligarchic system.

The loss of internal freedom of thought, of control, of loss of our identity as a person or as a people by the monopolies of
communication, from a globalization imposed from the money market, of the business proOt that enslaves workers and attacks the
sense of responsibility and independence of thought that is what gives meaning and security to our existence. What happens when
in a vital situation, it alters the communication of free thought and replaces it with propaganda as it happens with this pandemic that
we suffer, this binomial of freedom / responsibility is altered and an existential con\ict appears.
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They are robbing us of responsibility because they are robbing us of the will to be free. The will is a psychological faculty, which
shows the strength of the self to direct and maintain the line of our behaviors towards the fulOllment of a goal. It is evident that we
are witnessing a propaganda of fear that is stealing responsibilities and wills in favor of the institutions that are obedient to the
mandates of the oligarchic powers, among which the pharmaceutical maOa stands out, which leads these people to a state
defenseless.  Seligman, at the University of Pennsylvania, and which he deOned as a learned behavior in which the subject behaves
in a passive way, with the subjective feeling of not being able to do anything to change a certain situation.

Let us hope that the light enters the people of good will and the Oght against corruption that Dr. Mercola highlights in his reports will
be a hope for a humanity sick from the loss of freedoms. On October 13, POzer announced that Cincinnati Children's Hospital would
begin enrolling children in clinical trials for the COVID-19 vaccine. The media has promoted children's participation, publishing
recruitment articles in clinical trials. A TIME general editor recently commented that the children who participated in the POzer study
are participating in "an act of public service heroism."

Many experts are also playing the altruism card heavily, suggesting that “getting a vaccine, when available, is not just about you. It's
about protecting his grandmother who has diabetes and Uncle Sean, who has a compromised immune system. "This we can expect
from the manipulation of the media and BigPharma projecting fear and need for altruism to poison children who do not are at risk for
COVID-19. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/parents-enrolling-kids-experimenta..  (11/19/20)
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This article  by Professor James Tracy Orst published in August 2015 is of particular relevance in relation to the “fake news”
campaign directed against the alternative and independent media. THE CIA AND THE MEDIA: 50 FACTS THE WORLD NEEDS TO
KNOW. www.globalresearch.ca/the-cia-and-the-media-50-facts-the-world-needs-t..   After leaving The Washington Post in 1977, Carl
Bernstein spent six months looking at the relationship of the CIA and the press during the Cold War years. His 25,000-word cover
story, published in Rolling Stone. THE CIA AND THE MEDIA. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5703889
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The CIA secretly worked to in\uence American and world opinion through the literary and intellectual elites. The most valuable of
these partnerships, according to CIA oncials, have been with the New York Times, CBS, and Time Inc. The CIA has learned to adapt
to changing times, and that's exactly what intelligence agents did: coups. designed states around the world, assassinations of
foreign leaders, espionage, etc., which have been concealed by the mainstream media, while insidiously infecting the general
population through media associated with the CIA and culture of the massive electronic screen that has denied the truth and
relegated the intellectual and literary culture to a tiny minority.

Especially since 2001, movies and TV shows have gloriOed the CIA. Eye-opening books have been written about certain CIA
programs, for example Douglas Valentine's major Phoenix Program on CIA organized crime and the Phoenix program.
www.douglasvalentine.com  The purpose of propaganda is to hypnotize, bend the will and thought, promote misinformation, create
confusion, suggest the minds of people with fear, create certain predispositions and weaknesses that can be exploited when
necessary as is happening with the false pandemic of COVID-19. PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE: THE CIA THEN AND NOW: OLD WINE
IN NEW BOTTLES www.globalresearch.ca/the-cia-then-and-now-old-wine-in-new-bottles/566..  (2019)
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The Secret Team: The CIA and Its Allies in Control of the United States and the World is a book by L. Fletcher Prouty, a former
colonel in the US Air Force, Orst published in 1973.
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Darzoum ~ " a sound mind" ~ while I can visualize "a sound body"  the state of the "mind" seems to be "up in the air" as competing
forces vie for CONTROL of the group mind ~ the individual mind has been constantly negated by the social "progress" towards the
"hive" mind in the mad machinations of the power brokers ~ the problem seems to revolve around the standardization of the mental
process ~ the pressure of "authrority" is to mould the group mind into a singular expression of the latest Fuhrer ~ Schwab has no
huge Onancial clout so basically he is an agent of SNAKE Gates and SNAKE is the  Manchurian Candidate of the Rockefeller
obsession with murdering people in order to CONTROL population numbers ~ this PROBLEM goes beyond MORALITY into the realm
of INSANITY
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Excellent, what is missing in Legacy Media not only manipulated but condensed into the control of fewer entities and individuals with
personal agendas.  {"August 26, 2020, the CDC had released data3 showing 94% of people who had died during the COVID-19
pandemic in the U.S. died “with” the virus, not “from” it. Only 6% had COVID-19 listed as the sole cause of death on the death
certiOcate. Hence, the real death toll, those who unarguably died as a direct result of the infection, is only around 10,000. "}  - Is the
cause of death culling of the reckless breeders & useless eaters who are at a base level kept in dis-ease & with the right push,
deceased?

{"The media are also grossly misusing the term “case,” in reference to the COVID-19 case load. A case is a medical term for a patient
with a symptomatic type of infection. It’s not someone who tests positive for antibodies or pieces of viral DNA. By referring to all
positive tests as “cases,” they’re able to fan the \ames of panic, making the situation sound far worse than it actually is."} Thank you,
something I've been trying to express in my own clumsy way for some time now. Also, might we add isn't there an implication an
asymptomatic person is some kind of "Typhoid Mary?"

{"Many still do not understand most - who test positive for SARS-CoV-2 are asymptomatic. They think these are sick people in the
hospital & rising “case” numbers mean there will be a rise in deaths. Statistics reveal this simply isn’t true, & there’s not a linear
correlation between positive tests & deaths."} Fear, fear, fear to drive the population to a Vaccine said to be 90 to 95% effective.
Those who are familiar with the track record of Corona Virus Vaccines & how stellar they Orst appear & the tragic aftermaths should
be terriOed right now! If we had a media source where such things could be laid out side by side with & in context perhaps we would
have more of a population with sound minds.
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It recently occurred to me that information is like food—the more processing it undergoes, the less it beneOts you, and the more it
can harm you. The big corporate media outlets—CNN, MSNBC, and FOX being the most prominent—are the highly-processed junk
food of the information world.
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Attkisson is one of several "real journalists" that were targeted by Obama's  government to attempt to silence them because they
dared to criticize "the anointed One".  Now we have just witnessed 4 years of constant criticism and harassment of the current
president. More than likely assisted by and fashioned by the unelected bureaucrats that make up the Deep State and are joined at
the hip with the propaganda machine known as the MSM.  We see this very same thing concerning the latest political Left's control
of the Covid-19 fake information dumping.  As Attkisson  states;  "The media are also grossly misusing the term “case,” in reference
to the COVID-19 case load. A case is a medical term for a patient with a symptomatic type of infection. It’s not someone who tests
positive for antibodies or pieces of viral DNA. By referring to all positive tests as “cases,” they’re able to fan the \ames of panic,
making the situation sound far worse than it actually is."

This is also a blatant case of Leftist propaganda promoted by the media. As Dr. Roger Hodkinson had reported "masks are useless
against viruses".  www.ezekieldiet.com/dr-roger-hodgkinson-positive-results-do-not-mean-a..  Yes Covid-19 is a health issue but as
we have seen using the word "pandemic" is extreme "overkill". It has turned out to be no worse or maybe even a lot less serious than
the annual global \u.  This is about seeing just how far and how easily the American population can be controlled. So far it has
proven very easy and signiOcantly farther that one would believe possible. It stopped a "rearing economy" dead in it's tracks for one
reason and one reason only.
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Guillermo and all... Although people are being robbed of the will to be free, they are also being robbed of the means to be free.  Govt
demands too much of our time and our money.  Think about that come tax time in April.   The covid mandates are evidence of how
they are trying to control every aspect of our lives.  Even to controlling our children.  Eventually, all digital currency.  Social
engineering.  Just reading about that school in California. Sure, there have been some tasteless jokes about boys entering girl's
locker rooms.  However, I think most students would be quite uncomfortable with "all gender locker rooms"... boys as well as girls.
Too often, we are told what to think and believe.  Hearings and public meetings may be held, but they change nothing.  

What may effect change is to quit feeding the beast.  Cut off funding.  In Washington State, school administrators are concerned
because enrollment is down 4.3%--they lose federal dollars when student enrollment declines.  There are mothers and fathers
across the nation who are earning good-parenting-awards for getting their children out of public schools with CRT, sex ed (such as it
is), teaching Marxism, low academic standards, etc.  Feeding crap lunches.  We must break the attempted mind control of the
children  We are losing one generation after another.  A society loses their culture when they do not pass on traditions and values
from one generation to the next. I don't know how you make people smart and ambitious when govt is subsidizing stupidity and
creating obstacles to productivity. It gets harder every day.
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Dear Dr Mercola and dear forum members, let us all take heart. Yes it is discouraging---and very concerning about dictatorship
afoot----wherever there is censorship, which amounts to squelching free speech. I really deeply believe that our founding fathers put
free speech into the very First amendment, in that position, for terribly important reason. But let us look at the fact that despite all
this, despite social media censoring,and despite all propaganda, brainwashing and slogans planted into peoples' heads, that Dr
Mercola and RFK's books are both among the top sellers right now.

People are going to wake up,and eventually the plan of the tyrants could topple and fail. They are making many strategic blunders,
their lies will become apparent to most people, over time. SOme may never wake up, but plenty of people will,and many already
are.Stay the course, the truth will out! Courage brave Mercolans, and courage Dr Mercola! Keep up the good work, and thanks for
your ethic and bravery.

(For myself, I take a middle of the road approach, sympathizing with people who are afraid and letting them know I understand their
fears, but I am also taking a "bah humbug" approach to being dissed for...whatever....if speaking the truth is really that
hackle-rousing,something is wrong with them for their reaction, not with me for telling the truth. I no longer talk about this with
family,friends or colleagues,choosing instead to appeal to far more strategic circles. I suggest we all do just that.

I think that retired doctors and school parent-teacher associations are the most strategic circles right now,and should be our core
focus. They will wake up multiple cross sectors, if we Orst wake them up. Send copies of RFK and Dr Mercola's books to ALL PTA
Board members, and the school principal, and that can be a start. Retired docs, ditto. If there is a raucous raised, that is because it is
working. The path of the truth warrior is never easy. Keep going, the light will dawn!) :-)
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Sharyl Attkisson. I don't know if she is a shill or just a lousy journalist. Speaking as a former journalist whose Orst stories go back to the
1960s, a journo who a very different Red Cross and Amnesty International passed on stories about agent orange and the Con Song Tiger
Cages (the CIA's operation Phoenix torture chambers); I researched then and have done so ever since. And, yes, I know who runs the global
media and precisely how that happened and who made it happen. The true story is nothing like the superOcial explanations that Sharyl
offers. I really can't be bothered explaining but I will say one thing... the media barons are running the entire: scamdemic, climate alarmism
campaign, and Great Reset.

The pharmaceuticals are not simply the greedy corps proOteering, they are part of a much wider agenda. And the media is not sycophantic.
But yes, the politicians are. One last thing, the bad guys you see... Gates, Fauci, Daszak, Harari, and Schwarb, are just front men who will be
eradicated when they have served their purpose. The heroic "new leaders who erase them and save the world", will be your new front men.
You will never see the real minds, except for Rupert Murdoch. And believe me, Murdoch is the real deal, but bigger than he looks.
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TonyRyan, she may be neither a shill nor a louse, just hog-tied..i remember her FIRST show, she was planning on featuring the movie
VAXXED. she could either drop it or be pulled off the air before she even got started... around about that time, VAXXED was
scheduled for the tribeca Olm fest: Robert De 'Niro who CO-FOUNDED the fest and having a vaccine damaged child, had vested
interest in bringing the Olm into the light, he fought hard at Orst, then went silent. they must have threatened him back HARDER  ps:
In 2019, James Murdoch bought up most of tribeca Olm fest and became the majority stakeholder. james is the younger son of
media mogul Rupert Murdoch. guess his sons are following suit.
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Among the most distressing elements of our current global disorientation is the monolithic media bias, addressed clearly in this article,
that has become captive to elitist power and control, making the real search for and dissemination of truth, ever more dincult. The
Covid-19 "omissions" and censorship and dismissal of valid alternative views--as on the testing and death counts as addressed in this and
other articles--is particularly harmful as the obsessive, negative, reporting on "cases" and "surges," lacking context, serves to empower
dictatorial politicians to impose continued social controls and frighten a signiOcant percentage of the population into willful submission.
This opens the door for Klaus, Big Bill, and the rest of the elitist cabal to advance their "Rest" along with mandatory vaccinations, digital
passports, surveillance and continued suppression of our natural desire for human intimacy and freedom.

From a spiritual perspective, this is truly evil; to suppress the truth and deliberately suppress our natural propensity for loving relationships,
freedom to think and make our own choices about how we live and our own bodies and health,  is simply put immoral and cruel. I don't deny
the existence of this virus--and its nefarious origins--but the social controls being imposed with the complicity of an immoral, biased media
is a grave problem that will require an awakening and resistance, a 21st century "revolution" so to speak, to preserve human life as we know
it. Ultimately, I do think truth will prevail, and what we share here and on other alternative sites is helping to facilitate the counter
movement.
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the problem has become epidemic as a human SOCIAL fait accompli ~ the decadence has insinuated itself into all aspects of human
existence ~ if DISHONESTY is now the prevailing ethos there is no way out of CORRUPTION and materialist confusion that has lost
sight of all spiritual yearning
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Yes, Dr. Steven. Democracy and pluralism are under assault. Dictators are controlling the media and leading a series of actions to
subdue humanity and spread their harmful in\uence throughout the world. At the same time, their national interest concerns are
being drastically reduced. The world's largest democracies are increasingly willing to break through institutional safeguards and
disregard the rights of critics and minorities while pursuing their populist agendas.

Yes, democracy has entered a chapter of loss of freedoms, A great majority of countries have suffered decreases in political rights
and freedoms, including the guarantees of free and fair elections, the globalization of companies and industrial agriculture, the
dominance of the pharmaceutical elite, minority rights, freedom of the press and the rule of law are being repressed around the
world. The traditional designation of the United States as the main defender of democracy creates deep concern in the Oght against
the authoritarian actors that constitute the oligarchic elites.

We are living with false democracies, with fatal consequences for the well-being of people, and the accelerated degradation of the
planet. “They (the billionaire globalist elites, that is, the 0.01% who so unfairly own most of the world's wealth) are afraid of our
potential power (that is, the power of those of us who are in the 99.9%, that we are condemned by those of the ilk of Klaus Schwab
because they know that if we stand up, we will defeat them. We can bring their project down before it has started properly. '- Winter
Oak
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Anywhere there is advertising there is bias including this site. The solution is simple & dincult. The simple part is to ban advertising.
The dincult part is how to fund the media. Governments could fund the media easily but then you get problems of distribution and
control. Taxes on receiving devices like TVs, radios, computers could fund the media but there are still the problems of  distribution
& control.

In the US the Fairness Doctrine required some balance. It was eliminated in 1987 because it interfered with untrammeled
propaganda. If the "progressives" could get that liberal 1949 idea reinstated that would be a starting point or I should say a restarting
point. Even PBS and NPR have been defunded so that to survive they rely on "underwriting", corporate & foundation advertizing,
controlled by the .00001% en.wikipedia.org/.../FCC_fairness_doctrine   The airwaves can be regulated because every broadcaster
must have a license to use the publicly owned frequencies of radio and TV broadcasting. Cable & internet companies require no
license. They can boadcast porn but TV & radio can't.

CIA, FBI & Pentagon are tools of the banksters on Wall Street. The CIA funded Gloria Steinem  MS magazine because an anti
capitalist feminist movement would have been dangerous. When MLK made his Riverside Church speech that put capitalism at the
root of discrimination, he wrote his death sentence and he knew it. Before then he had Secret Service Agents protecting him. LBJ
removed them the day after the speech. It is easier to control the message from the start than to clean up the mess after the
message becomes dangerous to the .00001% It has been thus for 200 years. A wise man with a 6th grade education in 1956 showed
me how to extract any truth that might be in the paper. The truth, if it exists, will be in the last 2 paragraphs. After reading the Sunday
Times my brain feels it has binged on junk food. I swear never again, but the crosswords are so addicting.
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That same man also told me to never listen to what politicians say but watch what they do. In 1964 the Orst presidential election I
was eligible for it was (D)LBJ vs (R)Goldwater. My radical Berkeley friends were saying we had to vote for LBJ because Goldwater
was going to nuke or pave over Vietnam. On Aug 3 every paper had 3 inch headlines about the North Vietnamese attacking the USS
Maddox. A cursory reading above the fold told me it was a fabrication. No enemy is going to risk scarce resources to attack the US
Navy 75 miles off shore with plywood boats. I voted for the Socialist Workers Party candidate & have not voted for a D or R nominee
since. "If you keep voting for the lesser of two evils, things keep getting eviler and eviler." R. Nader.
en.wikipedia.org/.../Gulf_of_Tonkin_incident  

Ellen Brown wrote in my not so humble opinion the most important book of this century, "The Web of Debt" 2006. It has not been
reviewed in the NYT but still spurred the current movement towards public banking. There are independent sources of info out there,
such as this site, available to the discerning mind. We need to support them else humanity is lost along with democracy. Net\ix
since it is watcher sponsored and not supported by advertising actually has some unexpected diversity.

There is Patriot Act, the new Olm "Kiss the Ground" that shows how regenerative agriculture can reverse global warming and a
similar one called "The Biggest Little Farm", a family pleaser. We can promote that with forks. The reason so many resources are
concentrated in fooling the 99% is that the greatest nightmare of the .00001% is that the 99% will awaken and take power.
Regardless of the efforts of the .00001% & their mercenaries, the 99% can still take back power peacefully. The Public Banking
Institute is a wonderful resource. www.publicbankinginstitute.org  The fastest positive action by the 99% would be a student loan
strike https://debtcollective.org  Never give up
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But where, Dr. Steven, is the counter movement? Where is the Underground Resistance? Where is ANY resistance? I wish I shared
your optimism that "truth will prevail", but I can't see it happening. Of course, it should happen if Righteousness prevails as it is
supposed to, but there is so much Evil going on in the world that I see nothing big enough to eclipse it, unless it is a Higher Power.
The number and variety of forces against us are all consuming. Let's take just one: The number of people now on antidepressants, in
the US and around the world, is staggering.

I recently read that one in seven people in the US and UK have been on, or are currently on long term, at least one antidepressant.
American children are routinely placed on ADHD drugs and antidepressants, and it is common for them to be on high multiples of
these drugs. The Columbine shooters were apparently on \uoxetine and some other unnamed SSRI's. The Black Box warning on
these drugs speciOcally warns that people under the age of eighteen can often show suicide ideation or rage. But the thing I wonder
about is, were antidepressants designed by Big Pharma to help with depression or to subdue the populace? The overriding feature of
most antidepressants is their amazing ability to numb the senses, to "take the edge off", to dumb down the user.

Is this part of the great ReSet? First, scientists claim they actually don't know how antidepressants work. Their "best guess" theory is
that somehow the manipulation of neurotransmitters will remove depression. We all know that these drugs don't really work for that
purpose, yet they are now dispensed like candy. It sure keeps the herd in check. Between the 24/7 relentless pounding by the media,
the drugs, COVID fearmongering, the destruction of the middle class and brutal censorship by social platforms, how are we going to
form a cohesive Resistance? I wish I shared your optimism. Right now I'm kind of looking for a huge asteroid to pay us a visit.
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The counter movement is everywhere.  Yesterday I went grocery shopping, and the only time I put on my mask was going through
the cleaning products aisle.  Nobody accosted me.  The most ridiculous directives, such as the restrictions on holiday gatherings,
have met with spectacular blowback, even from their own staffs.   The ridiculous measures the media has been taking are clear
signs of their desperation; and these bald-face measures are rightly having the opposite effect of intended.  The truth is outing.
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When I think about what is going in USA and the West and across the world, I really think we are living Minority Report, Fareinheit 451,
Animal Farm, 1984, Brave New World, V for Vendetta, The live, We Sleep  and Damian at the same time. Roman Polanski should make a Olm
about the psychopaths really behind these trans humanist techno fascists hell bent as treating us as cattle and culling us by stealth. It is all
connected to the demonic war criminals running the CFR and the Rockefeller Foundation. Bill Gates is reality only their politically correct
pink sweater decoy poster boy. As for main street media, the whole sector, either liberal or conservative,  should be put out of business by
any means. These people are not journalists. They are whore working for the BEAST. I hate using the religious metaphor tbut today in 2020,
it really seems to be a true manifestation of demonic forces truly at work wanting to destroy out ultimate freedom: OUR BODY and even
more, OUR OWN DNA.
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hi pie ~ all these great works of Oction you listed are responses to social conditions that evoked nightmarish scenarios in the minds
of the authors ~ these art works are WARNINGS ~ but the warnings have gone and no one has repented ~ the Mega Rich are
incorrigible ~ Dr Mercola and Sharyl Attkisson also issues WARNINGS but compared to the LIES and PROPAGANDA that his
WARNINGS are intended to counteract would be like comparing a sea breeze to a hurricane as winds go ~ nevertheless, as a human
being there is no choice but to OPPOSE ~ as the forces of reaction set in this task becomes more and more one sided ~ now the
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being there is no choice but to OPPOSE ~ as the forces of reaction set in this task becomes more and more one sided ~ now the
democratic principle of one man one vote has been thrown out the window into the toilet of oblivion
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Yes, PIE, humanity is the prey of tyranny in all power systems, large corporations, the Code of Federal Regulations, capitalist
philanthropists, dictate the norms that must be followed by the media, the distribution of information and culture of citizens
subjected to a tyranny of draconian mandates. The truth about the political class and the oligarchies that dominate this world of
false information, must be processed in the minds of people with a critical spirit.

Bioengineering, the control of individuals through digital media are oppressing society. It seems a prophecy that "transhumanism",
the project to modify people through any emerging science, and "posthumanism", and the era of technology, which represents the
extinction of the common subject to reach a special entity where man it steals the ground from the natural, creating artiOcial spaces,
presided over by the manipulation of the mind, by propaganda that dictates sentences in a direction that suits the power elites.

There are fewer and fewer "masters" of the media, those who deOne what we read or hear, it is the monopolies and big capital that
direct thought in the direction that suits them, it is they who decide what happens in the world and they present it to us with lies and
misinformation. We are facing the creation of an unequal and antagonistic world that is devastating natural and cultural wealth, with
the disappearance of diversity, the impoverishment of the poorest, and the dehumanization and globalization of surveillance and
loss of freedoms.
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About 3 weeks ago, with another corona virus vs vaccines on the way article on a Onancial news outlet online, dropped in a comment that
somehow cases being reported no longer re\ect actually infected people, especially when people without any symptoms whatsoever are
being tested, en masse (had to avoid using any technical term like pcr or it would be censored). One person responded with a 100% in
agreement. Another threw a Ot, wrote a long response essentially saying that's impossible, not the way science works; therefore no way for
that to be true. So there you have it, myriad cases of mistaken identity!
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Yes, ROSE is what is happening in Europe and around the world, the lie of a second wave that guarantees fear and the application of
the vaccine against COVID-19. The vaccine gold rush is invading people's minds, prompting them to vaccinate out of fear, even
knocking on parents' doors to vaccinate their children, out of altruism not to infect their grandparents. The Portuguese court has
already ruled that PCR tests are unreliable and illegal to quarantine people. For example, the threshold cycles used in PCR tests in
India are between 37 and 40, which makes the reliability of the PCR test less than 3% and the false positive rate as high as 97%. .

Ontario MP Randy Hillier asked the prime minister about worldwide concerns about the reliability of PCR tests for COVID: “We know
high false positive rates are due to high CTs (cycle thresholds) and Canadian and world experts agree it should not be more than 25
cycles. Yet according to the Journal of Virology, Ontario labs are testing samples at 38-45 cycles. Is our testing creating both a false
understanding of risk as well as false positives? " . “Since May, The Public Health Agency of Canada as well as virologists and other
doctors around the world have been warning of problems with PCR testing procedures,” Hillier explained.
https://youtu.be/H_J2glM96AU
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Yes cat6071, agree. You can tell who has the habit of listening to network news every night. Many older people are NOT afraid, as
they have grown up in a different time, have experience to know "this too will pass". Others are, indeed, shaking in their boots waiting
for a vaccine to become available.
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Thanks Gui, even if the truth is presented, nobody in govt. once is out in the Oeld to understand what a cycle is, or how important
knowing the functional rate of false positives of the testing lab and their machinery, these key details are apparently being
overlooked by health authorities and politicans in many developed countries. They don't or cannot understand this testing! This
pushes their narrative for a mysterious second wave (historically coronavirus have never had a second wave) - leading to a big
Overresponse: - continuing to force human isolation/quarantines/job loss/ combined with business loss and associated economic
damage currently being instigated by our so-called "public servants". All in the name of SAFETY, not accuracy, yikes!
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Hi Rose, the inability to entertain thoughts opposing the "programme", is built in to the programme.  It's the lies and fear about this
virus that go viral faster than the truth in this theater, for sure.   Hi Gui, I became aware of Randy Hillier, a good man, recently when he
challenged our federal government regarding their troubling request for bidders to build the equivalent of internment camps, related
to co vid.  But I had not seen this video which is excellent.  Like everywhere, they are misusing the test, but need to - as the
government has to have something to justify their drastic unjust responses ..

Here in Toronto, many young people getting tested, and when they test positive and become 'a case', and either don't suffer with the
illness at all, or minimally - they stop fearing the virus, which is a good thing.  And which is why IMO, they are locking down Toronto
and a suburb to the west, commencing tomorrow, for 28 days --  so that they can claim that the lock down stopped the spread of the
illness - not healthy individual immune systems.   Thereby keeping people humming with fear of the virus.   I watched the recent shut
down announcement by our provincial leader, and could see the look of fear and the awkardness of lies as the politicians spoke to
the inconsistencies in their new mandates, and passed the blame to unelected medical oncials / talking heads.  Programmed or not,
I can't imagine what lying to the public, on this scale, does to a person's soul..
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Thank you very much dear Luvvvy for highlighting the honorable attitudes of Randy Hiller. During an interview with Newstalk 580
CFRA Hillier also said that he was against the mask and compared the current pandemic to a bad \u season. In the video link, he
states that he has spoken with many doctors who agree that the current measures are not only unnecessary, but are more
detrimental to our health than any beneOt, however, they cannot speak for fear of professional retaliation at the hands of your
professional college. the health bureaucracy or your public employer. "

Let us encourage our Canadian doctors to be lions who speak truth to power, not silent lambs." Hiller says. Remember to contact the
Premier, your local MPP, and Health Unit. Let them know it is time that we return to normal. He also mentions the tastings of Belgian,
Australian and UK doctors. In the links the letters. https://youtu.be/VB8fZaiYApI
 ~ d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/randyhillier/pages/899/attachments/origi..
 ~ d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/randyhillier/pages/899/attachments/origi..
 ~ d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/randyhillier/pages/899/attachments/origi..
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Oh please everyone needs to connect the dots!! This has far less to do with the virus and a lot more to do with military preparedness.
The reasoning behind the psy-ops programs used against the populace, here in the US, in Canada, UK, Australia and elsewhere, is to
keep us locked up, not traveling, gathering or discussing this! until such time as the vaccine is available, as Dr Fauci has a $9 billion
US contract with the US military for the Moderna vaccine....the bottom of mystery issues are usually GREED and mis-directed or
mis-applied military maneuvers. If you still don't believe me, go watch the video I posted somewhere below - RFK Jr interviews Dr.
David Martin, entitled "Dr. Fauci's Ponzi Scheme: www.bitchute.com/.../WYqaAvfBGpp4
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Dr. Mercola once again, bravo and thank you for being a truthseeker! There are so few left.
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The MSM is dying and is now on life support only kept alive by a continuous infusion of government aka taxpayer cash. The covid episode
has been a big shot in the arm for MSM because all government advertising propaganda: 'Hands, face, space, bumps a daisy 'etc., goes
through them because no reputable journalism outlet would touch it.  It's many many years since MSM has been surviving purely on
advertising because no one who is not totally comatose would read their editorials, which in themselves are totally tailored to the
advertisers.

Mainstream Journalism is another example of the oxymoron of our times. The only way they can continue to churn out the garbage they do
and give it any sort of credence is by trying to make everyone who does excellent journalism and research look bad (a most unlikely
contingent). This through their 'Fake News' sad fact checkers, who in the UK, by the way, are members of two British Army Units. That's how
bad it is, they need the military now to tell you what to think. It's the last gasp of a dying industry and there won't be many who'll mourn their
passing except the fact checkers who'll be out a few pieces of silver.
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Yes, Sue, people who love freedom and independent information have a big problem that many people rely on the mainstream media
and the so-called "fact-check" reports that they produce. Unfortunately, like many mainstream media, fact-checkers are unreliable.
The United States is no longer the world's leading advocate and example of democracy, due to increasing violations of basic ethical
standards, the power of the media by large corporations, the CIA, capitalist philanthropists, and a shrinking in government
transparency. The traditional designation of the United States as the main defender of democracy creates deep concern and
possibly has consequences in the Oght against the authoritarian actors that constitute the oligarchic elites.

The accelerated withdrawal of the United States from its historical role as the main defender of democracy in the world makes
authoritarian regimes more powerful than a technocracy based on the dominance of data, speculation, the hypnotization of minds.
The loss of free thought, fear and misinformation.There is a serious problem with this fact-checking trend because basically, it is a
way that a group of journalists with no particular experience can make pseudoscientiOc judgments about statements that have
independent value and Oght to protect citizens, from the truth of the manipulations that the ruling elites of corruption try to dominate
the free thinking of the people.
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We have a great example of manipulation at the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, which has allocated more than 250 million
dollars to dominate the media and hide its in\uence at the same time, in this framework we have BBC, NPR, NBC, Al Jazeera,
ProPublica , National Journal, The Guardian, The New York Times, Univision, Medium, The Financial. Times, The Atlantic, Texas
Tribune, Gannett, Washington Monthly, Le Monde, Center for Investigative Reporting, Pulitzer Center, National Press Foundation,
International Center for Journalists, and a number of other groups. “ In the same way that the news media has given Gates an
outsize voice in the pandemic, the foundation has long used its charitable giving to shape the public discourse on everything from
global health to education to agriculture.” www.cjr.org/.../gates-foundation-journalism-funding.php
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Sharyl Attkissson is both brave and accomplished and I am grateful for work.  Lately,  Dr. Mercola has been publishing in the EPOCH TIMES,
an alternate source of unbiased news.  Hat's off to both of them.
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I'm a disaffected liberal at this point (left the dems years ago and now don't even call me a liberal after all the liberal covid hype I've seen,
among other things). So I've been browsing around various political groups. Joined a libertarian group on social media, just to see what
they were doing. What I've discovered is that these (mostly Trump-voting) libertarians are actually pretty well-informed, seem fairly
intelligent, and have the same complaints about liberals and liberal media that liberals have about them, down to the same kinds of insults
and divisiveness.

And following their links, reading their "news", I Ond it's impossible to say it's any more distorted than the liberal media news (including
Democracy Now and other sources I used to trust). So yes, go out and Ond better news sources. Clue number one: Do they report BOTH
sides of issues? I like Unherd, a UK site. I also like off-guardian and global research News, even though they are pretty one-sided to the far
left, because at least they're reporting on news the MSM ignores. We REALLY have to research sources these days. Get off of Facebook. I've
gone to mewe.com, which seems pretty good thus far and claims to offer privacy. Get off of Google. Use Duck-Duck-Go. Tor browser. Use
Bitchute instead of YouTube. Just stop supporting disinformation sources.
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The TRUTH is being exposed as Action Against Governments, especially their spokespersons is prepared: The world’s governments are
being legally scrutinised for wrongdoing as the business of governments and Covid-19 was and still is becoming more farcical.
Governments have been hoodwinked into extreme actions with shutdowns of people’s lives and cannot lose face with U-turns, admitting
their error of serious judgment, instead doing more of the same. Individuals, rather than just governments will witness many nations
lawyers taking out high-court proceedings against those who announced restrictions.  

Germany, in parallel with Canada, will proceed in December through the international consumer protection trial lawyer, Dr. Reiner Fuellmich
of VW + Deutsche Bank fame, who practices law in the USA as well as Germany, will be proving beyond doubt the methodology of PCR tests
intention was and is to panic 'the population'. The leaked government paper delivers this admission, for the purpose of ensuring 'panic' was
created by coercing ‘the people’, and describes how children must be made to feel they could harm their parents or grandparents.  Worse
stil tha leaked strategy paper reveals the German government, in cahoots with the media and some scientists, is following a ‘shock’
strategy to make people fear a ‘worst case scenario’.

The UK's leaked 2021 Operation Moonshot strategy document tells us they plan to use the maximum of 45 cycles for PCR tests. Scientists
do not use above 25 cycles; false positive readings already provide a 94% failure rate. This unrealistic and uneconomic £100 billion plan
can only ensure we are all CoVid-19 positive. (NHS budget is £133 billion p.a.).  Our real virus might be our and other government’s
malleability and ultimate inability to appreciate critical thinking, which in the Orst part requires deOning ones BASIS OF DECISION MAKING -
and that has been as rare as politicians answering any question with a plain Yes or No.
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These lies in medicine started a long time ago.  It was even before the turning moment early in the 1900s. This was when Rockefeller and
Rothschild offered to give money to medical schools like Harvard, etc. for not teaching nutrition. This pushed schools which did teach
nutrition to eventually go out of business. Morris Fishbein helped a lot with this.  Reading Murder by Injection by Eustice Mullins especially
Chapter 10: the Rockefeller Syndicate is a fascinating book on the subject. So now doctors who don't take nutrition courses in addition to
their medical education know virtually nothing about it or vitamins They become drug prescribers.  Luckily Dr. Joe and others were much
smarter.
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I agree that journalists and their profession have changed. The thing about lying was very prevalent during the Obama years. With the
Trump lying , he will be on tape saying something one day or a few hours before and on tape a few hours or days later denying that he said
it. For 3 years no one wanted to recognize or call him a liar. Terms like “ alternate facts” were born and spewed. Hillary Clinton and others
were fact checked and were exposed as lying about this or that too. I believe our biases allows us to interpret information one way or
another . Just as the lenses we use to take a picture has an effect on the clarity of the picture.

I am and was a fan of Walter Cronkite as a news anchor. I had to realize the news that was shared with the public was selected by someone,
even if they were reported a certain way.  Social media has been pressured to put certain fact checking models in place and while that won’t
produce the desired result nor will freedom of speech. Conspiracy theories are believed to be true because people say things with no
recourse or accountability and not having any responsibility with facts. Fiction rules many peoples minds based on what is said, how often
it is said, and our biases in life.  Covid 19 and the science is out of my league but I have noticed that in countries that had a certain
response to containing the virus, they were more successful. Look at the African countries, Island of Jamaica and Cuba.
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From the information that i saw a few months back, Africans were tearing down the 5G towers as they were going up.   They most
likely have less radiation blasting them, therefore, their immune systems are stronger against the virus.
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Sun\ower, I don't know why but cell phones seem to affect some people more than other. I have a friend who has problems with
blood pressure, (not all the time), aches and pains, balance problems, and losing muscle strength in the legs. The doctors can Ond
nothing wrong. The blood pressure constantly changes. When this person went to an area with no cell service after 2 days, blood
pressure was normal, aches and pains were gone, balance was normal, and muscle strength started to come back.  This person
exercises, meditates and is a very calm person, so resting and relaxing has no effect. I am not sure that the lack of EMF kept the
people in these areas from getting the virus since most people in these areas have cell phones. I wonder what 5G will do?
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After reading a good deal of publicly available information on Sharyl Attkisson, chie\y detailed reviews of her recent books, I've come to the
conclusion (strictly for myself) that she is certainly NOT "nonpartisan".  Thus, she is not a credible Ogure to me. Rather, yet another \awed
source that must be viewed with a grain of salt.
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A statement that you believe she is "nonpartisan" should come with some speciOc facts supporting it.    Would it be any surprise if
media criticizes her for slamming them - I would take anything from that media would a grain of salt. If you've come to the
conclusion "strictly for myself" then why are you not keeping it to yourself?  It seems contradictory doesn't it?    How is she
"nonpartisan" is accuracy in media a partisan issue?  Best to focus on the facts of the case that identity politics.
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No one on this planet is nonpartisan. We each operate everyday from an individual perspective informed by our own collective days
of living, learning, and perceiving. No matter how unbiased is the evidence one reports, there is still the matter of weighing it all in
the balance. And when that is done, the "truth" of it, which may well be lopsided, is often dincult to ignore even if it runs counter to
one's personal beliefs.
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The reason social media platforms have stepped in to "fact check" is because Trump destroyed credibility in this country.  People started
believing everything they read on social media and thus conspiracy theories, many perpetrated by Trump and his allies, suddenly became
fact for millions of people who are too lazy to investigate to Ond out the truth for themselves.  So the "sheep" needed someone to let them
know what was really fake Trump news.  And I'm surprised that MERCOLA has taken what was once a website about health and turned it
into a POLITICAL WEBSITE.  I'm oncially disengaging.
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It is my conclusion that the media can not be trusted. I live in Australia and the same applies. Here we have media organizations
advertising their independence but then openly supporting one side of the political spectrum while damaging the other side. It is not
possible that one side is correct  and the other is wrong all the time. I have found the same in the education system and law and order,
however it is more dincult to conceal the ruse on the public.
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President Trump has many enemies because he is not part of the depopulation crowd.
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Throw your damn tv out.  It works exactly like a mind control drug.  This should not be an in\uence you want in your home.
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She makes some very good points, and it's refreshing to see a journalist admit all this. Yet, even she got swallowed up in the deceit when
she mentioned people being tested positive as being "asymptomatic." While that is a true statement, it's deceptive. It implies those people
were infected but showed no symptoms. When in reality, the test has a huge false-positive rate, so those people were "asymptomatic"
because they weren't infected.
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Did you hear Trump say in the Georgia rally last night that you don't need the vaccine if you already got co..vid and are immune to it?! He
also touted there are many other therapeutics besides the vaccine. No wonder BIG EVIL wants to get him out of once by hook or crook.
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diamondbelle
Joined On 8/10/2010 12:37:32 PM
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Thank God, you are spreading the truth!!!!   Keep it coming Dr. Mercola.   The day will come that all these lies will be revealed.
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM
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The Resistance is Starting – Buffalo, NY Business Owners Stand Up to Cuomo Lockdown Orders
www.youtube.com/watch?v=AI_pkvlp2q4&feature=emb_logo&ab_channe..
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am Russian, from Ukraine, I am pretty much aware of your "censorship".  Your news are a big joke,  it is laughable.  Strange that you are
becoming aware of this now, with COVID.  What amasses me the most that instead of looking at problems within, you still looking for
someone to blame.  Guess what - there is no one.  Seems that everyone had forgotten that freedom comes with responsibilities, but no one
wants to take any, just continue to blame and demand  infringing upon the rights of others.
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tra7551
Joined On 12/7/2019 4:56:36 PM
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I have so many friends that just watch CNN - they are completely brainwashed - robotic.  I feel like I'm 'Neo" in the matrix just staring at
 people who have not been 'unplugged'.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have so many family members who just watch CNN and MSNBC.  I know how you feel.  You can't really transition away from
them that is at least until most of them die from the shots. Morbid I know but that's the truth of it.
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jsmccord7
Joined On 2/16/2010 1:16:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FCC should pull the licenses from the mainstream media news networks that cannot tell true news.....and have 100% proof that their
news stories are true to back it up.......!!! Time to get tough with this fake news BS...!!! Mainstream media are one of the worst enemy of the
American "We The People"....!!!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, yet another captive agency. They only seem to work at the behest of the FDA, who picks low-hanging fruit, the little guys just
trying to sell cherry juice or let us know beneOts of pomagranate...leaving the big boys fairly untouched.
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denrad
Joined On 12/9/2008 4:52:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

07-07-17  Satan's Frequency  - Part 2 The Spirit of God says, "The news media, the news media, you have become a stench unto my nostrils,
there is no spirit of truth in you. I the Lord God will clean out the news media and bring back truth. The sign will be given when news outlets
will go down, bankrupt, and I the Lord God will rebuild them using my righteous people to restore them. I am calling on my Army, those who
are chosen to be journalists, investors, to get ready to take your place as I tear down and rebuild my news media."

The Spirit of God says, "Where are my billionaires and millionaires? Why are you not buying out these news outlets and taking control? That
money I gave you was for my kingdom, to advance my kingdom in all areas of in\uence. Now is the time to move into my news media! I will
now take back what belongs to me using my Army and the Onances I have given them. Rise up my Army and take back my news media so
the spirit of truth will begin to \ow. This is a Oght the enemy does not want to see, he has held this stronghold for too long and his time is
up. Take this Oght to the enemy and my Army will be victorious and my media will be brought back to me."
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annie1996
Joined On 12/11/2011 3:19:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mainstream media simply reports on the actors and scripted actions taking place on the globalists stage. It is all a grand distraction.
Apparently these globalist players have been quite busy and successful in inverting our reality and implementing their Hegelian solutions in
the swirling chaos they have created in the imaginations of humanity. Two books roughly outline their direction and intent, using rose
colored language and soothing visions in order to sell humanity on their utopian wet-dream. "The Fourth Industrial Revolution" and
"Covid-19: The Great Reset", both by Klaus Schwab - Founder and Chairman of the World Economic Forum.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Klaus Schwab  is the neo Nazi theorist that aids and abets SNAKE Gates in their joint "Strangelovian" putsch of the World Economic
System ~ Schwab makes genocide into an antiseptic surgical operation ~ a perfect ally to the SNAKE
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, annie, WEF President Klaus Schwab announced in June that "now is the time for a big reboot", even though the big reboot
started more than Ove years ago, but this year he says that COVID-19 is the most urgent reason to restructure the entire society and
the global economy. The coronavirus crisis presents a golden opportunity for the global establishment to advance its agenda on a
hypnotized population, prey to fear and misinformation, which has been so hit by the pandemic and faced with an economic decline
that has predisposed a large number of people to be more susceptible to give up their freedoms to the idea of greater power and
control. The coronavirus pandemic has opened a "narrow window" for a "golden opportunity", and once this crisis is over, the Davos
club fears that the window will close forever. centralized to an operation of domination by elites and enslavement of humanity,

Let's hope that the economies will recover thanks to the people and follow the right path. It is clear that this is not liked by the large
corporations that deOne an oligarchic state. These corporations want their interests derived from death medicine, the agri-food
industry and artiOcial intelligence to be well tied up. This economic model, Corporate Capitalism loaded with an evil socialism and
the prey of an extreme technocracy, defends a superOcial, incomplete, negative, pessimistic and abusive vision of Human Nature.

As long as the people remain silent, we have false democracy, a techno-fascism disguised as democracy. Yes, we believe in a God
who encourages the human spirit, humanity will Oght for injustice, the lack of integrity and evil conscience of tyrants does not
impose itself on the solidarity and hope of a humanity that cries out for freedom.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As someone who has been banned on most social network platforms for practicing my constitutional right to free speech, I think Sharyl
Atikisson's approach is a bit timid. Nevertheless, its always good to hear someone point out wrong doing, even if it falls short.
secularheretic.substack.com
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A slack educational system results in a gullible populace. Let’s face it...the vast majority lack any meaningful ability to evaluate anything
“scientiOc” hence they are dependant on the conclusions drawn for them. Otherwise, the mRNA vaccines, which never worked in prior
attempts and caused devastating side effects, would never have gained any traction.
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Joined On 6/20/2006 7:15:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The government doesn't need the CIA to covertly spew propaganda anymore because it has emanated openly from the White House and
major right-wing hate media networks 24/7 .  Read the Mueller report--there was a draw-dropping amount of collusion with Russian
oligarchs (read agents of Vladimir Putin).  Trump has been associating with Russian mobsters for years.  This is in the public record.  Such
as the sale of a Florida property in 2008 to a Russian oligarch for twice the value which Trump's former personal lawyer admitted was just
another example Putin laundering money stolen from the coffers of his own country.  In omitting such inconvenient information Sharyl
Attkisson emulates the lying, censoring, hate journalism she claims to decry.  Does Ms. Attkisson report that hospitals were required by the
Trump administration to divert COVID information to the HHS where it was ineptly 'analyzed' by two private businesses?  No, but that
doesn't stop her from her own propagandizing about COVID data on deaths.  In her "comprehensive list" of propaganda reporting Ms.
Attkisson has surprisingly left out the name of another obvious example:  Sharyl Attkisson.
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Mr.AK
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Trump's greatest contribution may be that he gave the news media reason to start calling politicians liars instead of saying that they
"misspoke."
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cst4u2
Joined On 2/17/2011 2:58:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank you for using your platform to spread the TRUTH,  it is much appreciated.
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jlarandeau
Joined On 10/24/2006 8:49:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, this was a wonderful interview. I have followed Sharyl for several years because of her very professional reporting. I can hardly
wait for my advanced signed purchase of her new book “Slanted”.
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Joined On 8/28/2006 9:33:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr Mercola. Wonderful interview; wonderful information. A light at the end of the tunnel !!!
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the problem with keeping an open mind is that there is always people that will insist on coming along trying to put "stuff" in it.   If you want
to Ond the truth - there is none.  As Nietzsche said: “There are no facts, only interpretations.”.... Perhaps learn different language and start
watching different news, like I do... then you start to think, analyze, compare reality  with what is in the media (I happened to stay in the
hospital in August).... you will start to see the pattern...   Look, even with recent evens - Macron, I heard what he said, nothing speciOc,
general, but Muslim world heard it differently, perhaps that is how it was translated...  and sometimes pple hear what they want to hear, btw,
I am not defending him, he is ignorant idiot but bc of that innocent people died.

As for vaccination, medication - here is a major problem that I see - it is not lack of knowledge , perhaps for some, it is  unwillingness to
take responsibilities bc if something goes wrong, it is easier to blame someone else .. doctor... and then pple blame physicians for
following the protocol instead of trying different approaches.  First, they were not taught this at school, they were not taught to think only
follow the orders.  Second, they are human, afraid bc protocol is what covers their asses in case something happens... otherwise there is a
lawsuit.  catch 22...  Once again, I am not defending anyone, we had created our own  reality, that is what it is.  I love what A. Husley said:
 There is only one corner of the universe you can be certain of improving, and that's your own self.   Same in the Bible, just different
wording... but who thinks of God nowadays?  unless you are in the plain that is about to crash...
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for being a source of true news reporting! Also thanks to all your associates and Top rated Posters for your sage
analyzation. Not to single them out by any means but The New York Times motto should be - All The News "That Fits" To Print.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM
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“When the facts don't Ot their Narrative, the media abandons the facts, not the Narrative“, so says the synopsis to “Slanted” on book
websites, including even Amazon. The ‘news’ is now no more than the next act in the “prepackaged soap opera” - i.e. the death of news as
we once knew it, now a “dangerous blend of fact and opinion”, the abandonment of journalistic integrity and added layers of social media
in\uence with its “fact-checkers” has added to the deception. Having pre-ordered “Slanted” as well as Orwell’s “Fascism and Democracy”
(not, of course, from Amazon), I am preparing to be “shocked and dismayed” as, according to the author, it is “truly worse” than we think.
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sue2613
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There are two posters here who make several comments with a lot of information on this and other articles. I don't know where they Ond the
time, but I want to thank them.  I know if I spent as much time as they do it would take me all day.  Again thanks.
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM
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I also appreciate and marvel at the gifts that are shared on this forum.  From personal experience, my dear friend Gui's brilliance
comes through posts at  lightening speed, even though he's probably typing with one hand behind his back, just for fun!   And some
of the other lights that share here, are similarly impressive.  I spend all day posting only once, and then need a day to recover, lol.  I
like that you took the time to post this Thank you, which I echo wholeheartedly!!
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marianhr
Joined On 8/4/2010 9:56:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just want to thank you, Dr. Mercola, for all I’ve learned from you over the years. And your quality supplements. There are few places to turn
for GREAT information, which makes you more valuable than ever. 

✌❤
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM
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So we all know what the problem is (and it is gigantic)....what in God's name can we do about it?  I am struggling to keep reading all that's
wrong without some direction to take (or just run).  I couldn't be more grateful for Dr. Mercola sharing and keeping us informed.  Where to
go from here? I love 

❤

 our country; but all of this mess makes me want to check out the homeland of my mother's people.   And possibly
relocate there!
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JGB123...I think the number one thing we can do is to never, ever take the dreadful mRNA vaccine to alter your DNA that they are
drastically trying, pulling out all of the stops, and fast tracking with full steam ahead, by hook or crook to inject into your body with a
hypodermic needle! By the way with all the lies about PCR Tests, Covid deaths, lockdowns and etc, one must ask themselves why
must people be TRICKED into taking this thing if it's so good for them? There is a BIG reason why they want to get something into
your body, that they are willing to shut down the whole world for. What is it? www.bitchute.com/.../XSvEKJKAUiBD  Plus they are
making a big thing about the 5G network at the same time. The Extreme sub-zero temperature that this vaccine has to be stored at to
be viable, is alarming and gives me reason to believe that this whole operation is a dastardly deed, that will not be good for mankind.
Here is Dr. M take on Operation Warp Speed articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/11/15/operation-warp-..
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Fear is the mind killer. The God Matrix. Pastors were some of the leaders of the Revolutionary War who motivated people to Oght for liberty.
The Bible is a history of oppression and tyranny by governments and how peoples overcame it. Invention of the printing press allowed
people to read the Bible for themselves and led to the Protestant Reformation, the Renaissance, the 18th Century Enlightenment, and
freedom from counterfeit, FAKE, tyrannical Christianity. It led to Western Civilization.

Lack of real knowledge of the Bible, not misguided teachings so prevalent in today's churches, has brought us to the tyranny we now suffer.
There is a matrix of technocratic evil: TVs and cell phones, wiO and cable networks and satellites through which government agencies (and
the devil’s agents) can spy on us, cameras that follow our every move, social media ghetto platforms that monopolize our time and divert
our energies, etc. This tends to make us paranoid and too often paralyzed from taking direct action.

But there is also a God Matrix in which we all dwell, whether or not we recognize it. I believe God knows and is aware of EVERYTHING: our
every thought, feeling, the state of every cell of all plants and animals, every blade of grass, every drop of water in the oceans...all the world
and all the Universe is “Godness”, God “Media”, “God Space”. An analogy would be Osh swimming in the ocean, and the ocean is God.

Only those who understand this and acknowledge God's existence may receive God's peace and power to overcome fear. "There is no fear
in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love." 1 John 4:18 It is our lack of
faith that keeps us in a state of fear. That fear prevents us from following the prescription of our founding fathers and mothers. They knew
their Bibles. We’ve forgotten how to get and stay ANGRY. Thus, we fail to go out in the streets persistently, expressing OUTRAGE
continually.
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denrad
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Thanks Dr Mercola for having the courage to publish the above article. Prophetic words given to Mark Taylor: 07-07-17   Satan's Frequency -
Part 1 The Spirit of God says, "Why are you tuned into the enemy's frequency? Why aren't you tuned into mine? Why do you listen to the
doom and gloom? Do you not realize that they are tuned into the enemy's airwaves? I said go through out all the earth and preach my
gospel, the good news! Then why is there so much doom and gloom? Why are you siding and agreeing with the enemies plans? Repent! You
give more airtime to the enemies plans than mine, thus empowering his plans. Did I not say that life and death are in the power of the
tongue? Then speak life! Why are my leaders searing the consciousness of my people with doom and gloom teaching? You who preach
doom and gloom are robbing my people of hope and the will to Oght. You are no longer saving lives but taking them. How you might ask?
Your doom and gloom messages have robbed them of hope to the point of suicide! You prophets and pastors of doom and gloom now have
blood on your hands! You are prophesying your own doom! Repent!"
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God Bless you, Dr. Marcola, for reporting and exposing the truth!
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They seek to censor us to prevent knowledgeable people from vetting their “science” for what it is: a phony “pandemic” based on fraudulent
hypotheses designed to give the appearance of a real emergency. Perhaps the most laughable aspect of their “science” is the insistence
that somehow Covid symptoms are different from those who have become ill from \u-like symptoms in the past. Then there are their
claims they can cause cell death by adding a sample from an alleged Covid-diseased patient without failing to account for the toxic
substances they add to the tissue sample which instead could easily have caused the cytopathic effect that’s being observed.

They top it all off by claiming legitimacy using computer simulations which are easily manipulated to obtain the result they seek. I guess we
have no other choice but to “Trust the Science.” Watch TRUST THE SCIENCE RAG by Turfseer starring Fatty Arbuckle and Buster Keaton.
www.youtube.com/watch  Listen to Turfseer’s complete SCAMDEMIC COLLECTION at soundcloud.com/.../scamdemic-collection  Free
song and video downloads from Turfseer’s Forever Freedom song collection at www.turfseermusic.com
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MSM today is like watching a puppet show. They are all reading a script, not reporting anything that they aren't paid to report. Try some
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MSM today is like watching a puppet show. They are all reading a script, not reporting anything that they aren't paid to report. Try some
channel surOng and you will see the same stories, reported word for word on many different stations. If you want to know what is really
going on, go to other countries that aren't so heavily censored and listen to the ones that have been silenced by social media right here in
the USA. There's a reason they were censored and silenced. It's called truth and that is a word pharma , tech, medical and the elites are
scared to death of.
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birdofparadise11
Joined On 8/10/2022 4:35:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lots of the totalitarian ideas these days hurt marginalized groups including people of color and poor people especially COVID mandates
and “climate change” new laws. This isn’t spoken about enough. Elites putting out these laws and the voters voting for them are supporting
racist ideas.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"... by any means necessary" should be a montage! I've heard so many powerful montages indicating media working together with the same
agenda by having the same sound bites, often word for word, yet a search doesn't Ond this one, yet I remember media declarations that they
must abandon all of their traditional principles of accuracy and responsibility to the people and even abandon business interests in market
share, reputation and even proOt all to "get Trump!" I have heard so many of them use the words "by any means necessary" in that context
that I'm surprised there isn't a montage on that particularity since I use that short sound bite with "low information voters" and even they
remember hearing "by any means necessary" incessantly!

It explains it all in the fewest possible words that even registers with those who avoid even thinking about politics as they know that was
the mode of operation. I campaign door-to-door and talk to a lot of people who, unlike us wouldn't read a millionth of an article like this yet
saying "by any means necessary" takes one second and immediately they understand the extremity of bias because even they can't help but
remember how often they have heard it. Before I posted this here, I expected it to be unnecessary as it would be already covered yet to my
surprise, I needed to post this! RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM
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Once yahoo was Orst one to start ball rolling by cutting off comments going into an election- I knew it was beginning of dire times. No free
speech or honest elections then we are no longer free.
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Pridesmom
Joined On 9/10/2009 11:18:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AOL comment section is just as bad. I have been permanently disbarred from commenting on it. Guess they are scared to death of
the truth too. They don't have a problem allowing the most vulgar comments and even death threats to Republicans including Trump
though. Funny...I don't miss them a bit.
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Kitera
Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I like tra7551 comment about living in the matrix. That is the way it feels with so many people just closing their eyes to reality. I have
commented before that it is surprising who seems to be relatively more immune to the brainwashing and it is not often not the more
traditionally educated people. The key to a better reality seems (to me) not to lie in the current generation - most of them are lost and will
Oght to the last breath to defend those that are feeding them lies. If you believe the lies and at least appear to practice adherence the
"truths" of the church of covid you will be rewarded with acceptance and maybe that acceptance is what these people are craving. If we do
not somehow pass on critical thinking skills to the next generation we are going to be very badly off. The traditional educational system
seems to be in disarray and what will happen next will determine our future direction - will it serve humanity or just a small portion of
humanity.
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just Onished reading "Slanted", and it gives a great insight into how the media-industrial complex operates. Another great read is "Into The
Buzzsaw" by Kristina Borjesson www.goodreads.com/.../289260.Into_The_Buzzsaw  Here are a few independent journalists and channels:
rumble.com/TheJimmyDoreShow  rumble.com/russellbrand  rumble.com/.../childrenshealthdefense  rokOn.com/garlandnixon
 rokOn.com/theconvocouch  odysee.com/@multipolarista  odysee.com/@RomanBystrianyk  odysee.com/@corbettreport
 odysee.com/@TheGrayzone
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM
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This is an outstanding explanation of the difference between lying and being mistaken. Even many of US are prone to accuse someone of
lying when we don't like what they say, even if they are simply mistaken or actually telling the truth. Everyone should heed her explanation,
because we need to stop making false accusations against one another. When we do that, if we are doing out of malice, it could be said WE
are lying.
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LazarusLong
Joined On 1/18/2008 11:45:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"August 26, 2020, the CDC had released data3 showing 94% of people who had died during the COVID-19 pandemic in the U.S. died "with"
the virus, not "from" it. Only 6% had COVID-19 listed as the sole cause of death on the death certiOcate. Hence, at that time the real death
toll, those who unarguably died as a direct result of the infection, was only around 10,000." The CDC webpages in no way make this clear.
How was this data teased out of their long diatribes on the the site?
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oldcrank
Joined On 7/1/2014 6:19:21 AM
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I wish we had gotten a few of the names that she trusts.  I'd like to compare them with my list.  For example, I trust Glen Greenwald.  What
I'm thinking is that maybe the public generally comes to the same conclusions about who and what is reliable as Sharyl Atkinson does.  I
certainly trust Sharyl Atkinson.  Maybe we're all smarter than we think.  Maybe we'll save the Republic yet.
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Dorth777
Joined On 11/27/2021 8:43:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent Report!  Keep up the great work Dr. M we LOVE you !
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once Big Pharma could advertise directly to the consumer that gave Big Pharma control over the media. We could have a healthy and happy
population if there was an anti-obesity campaign combined with a pro-Vitamin D effort. Both of those efforts are bad for business however
for Big Pharma.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Think for yourself. The media is corrupt just like the government.
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weathertitehotmail.com
Joined On 4/10/2021 8:18:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Truly scary times.  I have read Dr. Mercolas' 'The Truth about Covid 19' and highly recommend it to anyone looking for proven facts and not
media spin.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is said that you must count your "blisters", while seeking your "bliss"!  And while everyone's "bliss" is not all the same, the "blisters" share
our great similarity.  Life is not always easy, and you will be tested in ways you cannot see coming.  2020 is living proof of the New Frontier
arrival. Prepare to meet the challenges.  This little web site is a genuine place to seek what you look for. Big Time.  #TCOYH. We are
Diamonds in the rough.  Taking control of our health, one facet at a time.
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onesolarday
Joined On 2/21/2017 1:00:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Loved this interview. i will be purchasing her book, and dinicolantonios. Thanks for hanging in there mercola.
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GIN8275
Joined On 12/29/2011 8:00:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Ond it hard to trust anyone these days.  I rarely watch any television news.   I was amazed at how many passes that obama and clinton got
from the media for their wrong doings.  I Ond it astonishing that we have so many people in our country who are gullible and easily swayed
and cannot think for themselves.
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Itsmyright
Joined On 9/4/2017 10:46:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read the part about knocking on parents' doors to vaccinate children.   As Public Health England have stated. SARS-CoV-2 vaccine trials
have only just begun in children and therefore, there are, very limited data on safety and immunogenicity in this group. Children and young
people have a very low risk of COVID-19, severe disease or death due to SARS-CoV-2 compared to adults and so COVID-19 vaccines are not
routinely recommended for children and young people under 16 years of age.  Also read similar in the BioNTech vaccine insert but I cant
Ond the reference to post.
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sffree
Joined On 10/24/2020 10:16:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article (I'm dealing with this from an Election Integrity perspective https://electionintegrity.org/  ) BUT Correction up top, you say her
latest book, “Slanted: ... ,” is scheduled for release right around Thanksgiving, November 24, 2020. That was two weeks ago. So is it out?
Steve Freeman
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Johnott
Joined On 11/15/2020 4:21:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

General McInnerney calling for Martial Law due to Election Fraud and treason. www.youtube.com/watch
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gre6928
Joined On 3/31/2019 6:02:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The whole system now is worse than Communism. How did it get so bad? What do we do to get honesty back?
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The graphs on total deaths in Sweden as of 13 November indicate that Sweden is on course to have the same number of deaths as
previous years. Now this then begs the question how is this possible when we have a new more deadly Covid virus adding supposedly more
deaths? By knowing the relative contributions of each illness to the total in previous years we can form some expectation of what each
should be contributing in 2020. So if you have a fatal high   risk heart disease condition and Covid your death may be listed as Covid which
then ignores the fatal risk associated with heart disease and therefore understates it relative contribution to all causes of death. If the total
number of deaths is the same as previous years then Covid is not  adding to them but rather falsely reducing the relative risk of other
causes of death when that risk never went away.   www.statista.com/.../sweden-number-of-deaths
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good expose, someone get Sharyl a nice Gin n Tonic... ( Might contain Quinine Hydrochloride 

😁😘🍾

)
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katguy
Joined On 2/23/2008 3:04:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Atkinson is a dying bread, sadly.  Journalism died back in the early 2000. RIP
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ulika7
Joined On 7/11/2012 5:12:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All this fabricated lying is the result of the US hegemony. It will soon be dissolved when people wake up and protest the way the the French
citizens do and the HongKong residents too.  The powers of the wolf -666 is barely hanging on...
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joero_
Joined On 4/28/2008 10:55:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Outstanding interview with Sharyl Attkisson!  Dr. Mercola has a remarkable track records of interviewing top people in the most interesting
and timely topics.  Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for all you do. I was encouraged by your closing remarks that sometimes we have to go through
a rough period to get profound, positive change... especially in truthful, accurate reporting.
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Let's get everyone talking to each other and we can solve the problem.” YES, I agree, but to win this battle for the control of our DNA we
need a ‘strategy of understanding' that everyone in our ‘army‘ has to be trained very quickly to realize that the ‘air’ sign vibration of Aquarius
is enveloping all of our waking/sleeping days and nights: “The Brotherhood of Man.” This mantra is what the ‘dark are chanting and have
been chanting at every greed board meeting since the French revolution, and particularly during the 1917 Russian one.

Everything we eat, drink, and wear has been inoculated with this jackboot mantra. They, the so-called dark elite, have created a psychic
monster that they have to obey. This monster, in return for their loyalty, has constructed a table at which they meet, eat, and drink
themselves into an intoxicated stupor of power.   At the moment we are all banging away at the door of where this monster lives. To get in
we need an Odysseus to unite us to create OUR “Brotherhood of Man“ mantra of democratic consensus. Not by the jackboot, but by
Pegasus...the horse, clothed with the wings of the eagle.  As Shakespeare said, “Mount, eagle, to my palace crystalline!”
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victore
Joined On 3/13/2011 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations to Ms. Attkisson on a courageous book and congratulations to both of you for showing honesty and integrity. Just wanted
to make a few points: 1. The Media, the politics and the political discourse in our country are lacking integrity, honesty and transparency
and nobody talks about it. If the citizens cannot expect and demand these basic things, then it will always br dincult to improve or solve
any problems.

2. I wonder when somebody will Onally argue that we need to get rid of idealism. Neither Liberal or Conservative thoughts can really solve
any problems, they just argue for more or less government interventions, more or less government regulations or more or less government
taxes. But they have no solutions to Climate Change, to our ineffective and expensive Medical system, to our declining quality in primary
education, to the Covid pandemic or to any of the pressing problems facing our country. We need pragmatic solutions to problems, not
more rhetoric about Idealistic ideas. We need to stop all the rock throwing between the parties and focus on solving problems. There are
plenty that require urgent attention. Without honesty and integrity nothing works, so we need to start demanding this from our elected
oncials regardless of party anliation.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sharyl Attkisson claims to know NOTHING about SNAKE Gates ~ how is this possible for a supposed "top \ight" investigative journalist?? ~
think again Sharyl
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lloydd2020
Joined On 11/22/2020 7:50:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would love to hear an assessment of how CNN uses Wolf Blitzer, Anderson Cooper, Chris Cuomo and Don Lemon. Their obsession with
Trump has helped him tremendously.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hopefully it will be their and the rest's total downfall.  We could use media to go back to truth-telling. Also getting totally rid of most
Democrats and RINOs would also be helpful. Also adding back REQUIRED nutrition courses (but not Registered Dietician courses)
and Home Economics to all K-12 schools and even universities/medical schools.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I think about my responsibilities as a parent, there is one thing, above all else, that I hope to impart to my children. ALWAYS LOOK
FOR THE PRIMARY SOURCES, and evaluate them with every Ober of your intellect. The example I always give comes from my high school
days. In our freshman year we were assigned to read Homer's Odyssey, the Penguin Classics version. I remember the moment when
Odysseus and his men were discovered by the Cyclops in his cave. The Penguin Classics version says, simply, that the Cyclops grabbed
some of his men and ate them (perhaps I'm slightly oversimplifying that -- feel free to fact-check me!). Later, as a junior, I read the Odyssey
in the original Greek, translated for myself with my own understanding of the Greek language, and the truth of that scene was MUCH
different. I could see with my own eyes that the Cyclops "grabbed Odysseus' men and threw them to the ground like whelping puppy dogs
as their brains spilled across the jagged rocks." Had I stuck with the Penguin Classics version, at least once removed from the original
version and perhaps twice or thrice removed, I would have missed a whole lot of real \avor. Always look to the horses mouth and risk
getting spit on a little bit.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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with the Penguin translation you have some bowdlerization because public sensibility has changed since Homer orally told his tales
to an illiterate audience ~ the primitive understanding of cannibalistic occurrences was far less censored and age restricted then ~
nature was seen as commonplace and not as alienated
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Wise advice Good_Hands!  I agree, in this day of cheap knock-offs in all arenas, if one  'Always looks to the primary Source' -  with an
open mind and open heart, they will learn to appreciate authenticity and truth.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/22/2020 11:11:04 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Happy to read / see this article. Attkisson has personally felt the wrath of the Deep State. She knows what can happen to ones personal
security and freedom when telling the truth is not what the government or parts of the government don't want exposed. Luckily it did not
reach the level felt by General Flynn and several of Trumps other campaign staff.  When Benjamin Franklin responded to a question from a
female in attendance with "Madame, today we have given you a republic, if you can keep it" he knew exactly the words to use with good
reason. The anti-American forces were evident even back then. They were called Torries holding allegiance to England. Today we have
democRATS holding allegiance to communist totalitarianism even though they have never lived under it. Their spiral into it is true insanity
since socialism has failed wherever it has been experimented with.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/22/2020 11:47:17 AM
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ronthib
Joined On 11/22/2020 11:17:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, I have been greatly enjoying your site for some time now, please keep it up. Being about the same age as you, I have many
times Described myself politically as you have here, however i must say that in these last two elections, not voting to stop this destruction
of all that we hold dear for our unique  country is akin to willingly letting these marxist win. Ain't gonna happen on my watch!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/22/2020 11:24:12 AM
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h_d9811
Joined On 8/31/2014 5:19:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COVID is a global problem. It is not a problem “pushed” by American media and the CIA. People need to Ond something to do. Curious
people will seek out the truth. Humans love demons and drama. This article is more sensational drama meant to get people “outraged”. It’s
so boring
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Pridesmom
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Scared, aren't you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/29/2022 12:12:09 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

lisarendall
Joined On 4/29/2012 10:43:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More biased articles like this against CNN and CBS and I will no longer buy Mercola products.  I am so disgusted by your media bias
against channels I watch.  What about Fox and pro Trump channels that show a bias against Democrats?  I guess that’s ok with Mercola.
 The argument in the article that Hillary’s lies were never checked is ridiculous because she is not the president and holds no public once.
 So disappointed! Trump’s lies matter because he is in power!  If bias was pointed out in this article about ALL news channels I would not
have a problem with the article. Please do better!
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Pridesmom
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By all means, go watch your propaganda news lies. If you refuse to question you are already bought. My question is why are you here
in the Orst place? And FYI Fox is as bad as the rest of the big alphabet sources. They are all liars! Enjoy :)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/29/2022 12:09:08 AM
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